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Hardly a week goes by without us getting a new USB drive or laptop containing a large volume of digital
data. Very quickly we want to decide if there’s a story there, or perhaps we want to keep the data for later
searching for a future story.
Lots of solutions are available, from commercial ‘e-forensic’ software, to open source solutions like
Friedrich Lindenberg (OCCRP) magnificent Aleph engine, the European Investigation Collaborations’
‘Hoover’ engine, to the Guardian’s brilliant in-house engine.
In my work I wanted to address a different use case: a much simpler out-of-the-box search capability to be
able to, within just a few hours and without some big technical team, index a new leak and then place it
securely and carefully on a server (in the cloud or within our networks) to allow colleagues (inside Reuters
and friends like yourselves) to evaluate that data. I found existing solutions (including Blacklight) far too
complicated and difficult to adapt for me.
To that end, I worked last summer with Matthew Caruana Galizia (before Daphne’s assassination) to make
simple frontend to be able to index with the big-data indexing capability of the ICIJ’s extract tool
(https://github.com/ICIJ/extract
). Since then and with the help of Python tutors like Friedrich and Max Harlow, the journocoder founder
now at the Financial Times, I made a demo called SearchBox, which we now use actively and which works
on Macs, Linux servers, and can even (almost by accident) work on Windows. You can find it here:
https://github.com/StephenGrey/searchbox
There’s a screenshot below of an index we’ve made for the Daphne Project.
Having had fun doing all that, it’s obvious there is much duplication going on, and much opportunity to
create some common libraries, for example to improve rapid and accurate indexing of any kind of data.
All this is to say that if you have an interest in coding, and testing some new fun ways to handle leaks,
please do get in touch with me, as I’d like some partners to make a kind of laboratory to play with new
secure solutions and integrate the best of what’s being developed across the spectrum.
Best wishes
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